
More flexibility 
        in the lab 

IPS InLine®

 System
 Powder Opaquer

NEW



More flexibility in the dental lab with the new IPS InLine System Powder Opaquer

It is often the small things that make your daily lab work 

more comfortable and flexible. The new IPS InLine System Powder 

Opaquer offers exactly these benefits. With a single product,

alternative application techniques become accessible.

The Powder Opaquer with its enhanced features contributes deci-

sively to the bond strength and is suitable for the layering and press 

technique. Frameworks can be fabricated using either conventional 

casting methods or digital processes. 

IPS InLine®

 System Powder Opaquer

Highly homogeneous opaquer layer (SEM photo).
Optimal material combination for opacity and masking 
strength

Metal framework evenly covered with Powder OpaquerConventional application technique or spray-on  
technique

YOur bEnEFITS In THE Lab
Choice of options and flexibility 

Depending on your preferences and 

on the framework design, the Powder 

Opaquer can be applied with different 

techniques using one and the same 

Powder Opaquer Liquid: For the con-

ventional application with a brush or an 

application auxiliary or for the spray-on 

technique.

Fast and efficient

Due to the optimally coordinated  

opacity and colour saturation, the 

desired shade is easily achieved with 

the Powder Opaquer. The framework 

is quickly masked even with only thin 

layers due to the material's excellent 

masking strength.

Easy application

The Powder Opaquer's homogeneous 

structure with optimized grain size dis-

tribution ensures a high application and 

firing stability. no tearing and no  

shifting – for a reliable application.

Ivoclar Vivadent AG
bendererstr. 2
9494 Schaan
Liechtenstein
Phone +423 / 235 35 35
Fax +423  / 235 33 60
www.ivoclarvivadent.com

This product forms a part 
of the “Fixed Prosthetics” 
product category. 
Products of this category 
are optimally coordinated 
with each other.
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